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CSR

CSR, A LEVER
FOR FUTURE
PERFORMANCE

CSR has been a core part of STEF's identity since its creation.
Its commitments are directly related to its industry, its business
model, its values and the expectations of its stakeholders.
These are some of the levers that contribute to the Group's
social, societal, environmental and economic performance.
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CSR

CONSTRUCTIVE DIALOGUE
WITH STAKEHOLDERS

REFERENCE SYSTEMS
AND CERTIFICATIONS

STEF's activities mean that the Group
is in contact with many different
stakeholders including employees,
customers, suppliers, public authorities,
professional organisations, local
communities, citizens, associations,
employment partners, schools and
universities. And this in all 7 countries
where the Group is present. STEF
maintains a robust dialogue with each
of them for a better understanding of
their requirements and so they can work
together to find the best responses.
Indeed, the Group is convinced that its
expertise and experience enable it to
provide relevant solutions and make
progress together.

In order to refine current and future
CSR issues and the impacts caused
by STEF's business, STEF applies the
ISO 26000 and ISO 14000 standards
together with the CSR logistics
reference system produced by the
Directorate-General for Transport,
Infrastructure and the Sea (DGITM).
Actively involved in creating this
reference system, STEF is today the
test company for it.

France Sites

5 MAJOR PRIORITIES
These discussions have been used to
enhance the mapping of the main CSR
challenges for STEF. Five key action
areas have therefore been identified:

HUMAN CAPITAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK
CLIMATE
AIR QUALITY
NOISE POLLUTION
This dialogue will continue in 2019,
focusing mainly on delivery methods
in urban areas and the professional
integration of young people.

La Méridionale

Information on the social, environmental
and societal impacts of STEF's business is
published in accordance with the obligations
arising from Article 225 of the Grenelle 2
law and Article R.225-105-1 of the French
Commercial Code. All information identified
(1)
by the sign
has been verified with
a reasonable level of assurance by the
independent third party organisation.

For the 2nd consecutive
year, STEF has been
awarded the highest
rating of “Gold –
Advanced level” by
the independent rating
platform, EcoVadis for
its CSR policy.

69
100

With a rating of 69/100,
STEF is therefore
ranked in the top 3%
worldwide of the most
virtuous companies and
in the top 1% of road
haulage companies.

(1)
The level of reasonable assurance, symbolised by the logo
, is a voluntary procedure on the part
of the STEF Group. It requires more in-depth work on the part by the third party organisations than that
implemented within the framework of limited assurance.
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SOCIAL POLICY

TRAIN AND
DEVELOP
THE TEAMS
In order to support the transformations and development
of the Group in Europe, STEF recruits, trains and develops
its employees, regardless of their position or status.

SOCIAL
POLICY
The performance and quality of STEF's services relies
on its teams. The Group therefore places the greatest
importance on their training, their career development,
their safety and their welfare at work.

C O N N E CT I N G FO O D M A R K E T P L AY E R S
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Over

203,000
training hours
delivered*

*figures at 31 December 2018.
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SOCIAL POLICY

DEVELOP THE SKILLS TO SUPPORT
FUTURE CHANGES

The “Sales Campus” course improves
the sales techniques of teams facing
increasingly specialised marketplaces.
It combines classroom-based and digital,
internal and external training and can be
customised to be suitable for the culture
of each country.
The DEVENIR programmes support
the potential identified during people
reviews in order to prepare employees
for their career development.
“Foundation” or “cross-cutting”
training courses are also certified
courses. This is the case for example
with the “team leader” course (13 training
modules covering all aspects of this
field-based role), as well as the “basic
knowledge” training focusing on 7 key
skills (written expression, calculations,
etc.) which is validated by the CléA
certification. Since 2012, 900 Group
employees have benefited from over
25,000 training hours through this
bespoke programme.

ATTRACT TALENTS
In 2018, STEF recruited 2,775 employees,
which is a rise of 30% on the previous
year, for positions with a range of
responsibilities: order pickers, drivers,
local managers, experienced executives,
young graduates, etc. In order to provide
a better understanding of its jobs and
its industry, the Group is cultivating its
employer branding.

EMPLOYEE SHAREHOLDING
With over 70% of capital held by employees,
STEF offers a unique model of employee
involvement in its capital. In all the countries
where the Group is present, these employees
therefore benefit from the value that they
help to create. Today, nearly two out of three
employees are Group shareholders, across
all socio-professional categories and all
European countries.

The “Build your future at the
heart of the food world” employer
branding, deployed in November 2018,
presents a gallery of portraits which are
the opportunity to showcase the different
professions at STEF and reveal, through
scenes of people enjoying food in everyday
life, the invisible link between consumers
and STEF's employees. This campaign has
been deployed across about fifteen job
boards in Europe.

In 2018, the Group
celebrated 25 years
of its employee
shareholding policy.

The application experience
has also been reviewed. The job site,
www.stef.jobs, now contains all the
Group’s job adverts in its different
operating countries. Its application
management tool has also been developed
to make it easier to access and use.
Specific programmes for highlychallenging jobs are created regularly.
For several years, the “Graduate
programme” has enabled around one
hundred motivated and entrepreneurial
young graduates (with at least 5 years
of higher education) to follow a 2-year
course at the Group's European sites.
At the end of this course, they are offered
a management position from which they
can, eventually, access a director’s position
at a profit centre. In 2018, there were two
new programmes: the first targets young
graduates (with more than 2 or 3 years
of higher education) to guide them into
middle management positions; the
second offers 1-year professionalisation
or apprenticeship contracts for drivers
in order to tackle the stresses that come
with this job.

C O N N E CT I N G FO O D M A R K E T P L AY E R S

*figures at 31 December 2018.

This is the purpose of the STEF
University. Organised by campus, it is
based around the IMF (Institut des métiers
du froid), the internal training body created
in 2006 and certified by Bureau Veritas’
Vérisélect since 2017.

18,053

employees
(permanent and
temporary employment
contracts)* which
is +1,320 people
compared with 2017

Workforce increased by

7.9%

+

462

people on apprenticeship
and professionalisation
contracts

2,775

new appointments
or promotions
(including 2,319
in France)*

COUP2BOOST COMPETITION
STEF helps European students bring their
projects to life. In partnership with the
recruitment website Monster and 3 other
large organisations, the Group provides
financial support for 3 student projects
from higher education establishments,
winners of this competition, which brings
together 250 campuses across Europe.

C O N N E CT I N G FO O D M A R K E T P L AY E R S

70%

of executive and senior
positions filled through
internal promotion
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SOCIAL POLICY

ANTICIPATE: GENERAL...
AND MANAGERIAL ACTION

ENSURE SAFETY
AND QUALITY OF LIFE
FOR THE TEAMS
Central to the cold supply chain, the jobs at STEF are often
demanding. Protecting the health and constantly improving
the safety at work of the Group's 18,000 employees are
priority issues. STEF has an ambitious policy, both in France
and abroad.

Since the main objective is to change
behaviours, managerial involvement is
essential in promoting good practices.
The HSW Golden Rules are deployed in
all countries where STEF operates and
different tools (educational films, posters,
booklets) support this approach.
Upstream, work is conducted to design
tools and organise working methods
so that the preventive approach can be
better integrated into everyday life. This
applies to the design of warehouses, the
circulation of vehicles, the prevention of
musculoskeletal disorders, etc. Employees
are involved in testing and developing
solutions to limit musculoskeletal
disorders (strength harnesses,
exoskeletons, warm-up exercises),
and even in addiction prevention.

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF
WORKING LIFE: A MAJOR
CHALLENGE FOR STEF
Once again, prevention is key. Among the
actions that illustrate STEF’s commitment
in this area:
the programme to redesign work
clothes: offering greater insulation and
lighter to wear, they have been designed in
partnership with the employees and relate
to all the Group’s temperature ranges and
activities: frozen, positive cold, Seafood.
Drivers have also been given more visible
uniforms;
the Programme for the Prevention
of Psycho-social Risks which is based
on training managers and those involved
in human resources, providing access to
a network of social workers or even the
intervention of occupational psychologists

in the event of difficulties or an individual
or collective emergency among employees;
the Screen Work Awareness Programme
and the changes made to work stations
on ergonomists’ recommendations.

running, etc.). Finally, in view of its success,
access to the school support platform
Bordas for employees’ children has been
extended (see insets).

PROMOTE A WORK-LIFE BALANCE
The “Quality of Working Life” agreement
signed this year relates to employees’
working environment (employee user
groups set up to design and test new
solutions), professional equality, the fight
against discrimination, the right
to disconnect and remote working.
For the 3rd consecutive year, the Group has
extended its welfare at work programme
through a mobile application designed
to encourage all European employees to
engage in physical activity (walking, cycling,

Actions for diversity and equal
opportunities in Europe. In 2018,
the Group continued its commitment to integrate young people into
the world of work. The company
welcomed 400 young people in
Europe and France during the
professional integration week.

Disability Mission: a 10-year
voluntary procedure

Gender equality: aware of the need
for its jobs to be more accessible
to women, the Group has launched
pilot initiatives for professionalisation to promote diversity in the
roles of drivers and bay operators.
In 2018, the entire Group showed
a frequency rate for occupational
lost-time accidents of 45.95 and the
severity rate was 2.5.

Healthy in body, mind and in the
team! In 2018, the sports application STEF MOVE brought together
2,000 employees across 110
European teams.
C O N N E CT I N G FO O D M A R K E T P L AY E R S
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Support in schools, because
equal opportunities depends on
it...Successfully tested at around
twenty sites in 2017, free subscription to the online school support
platform designed by Bordas has
now been deployed across France.
At the end of 2018, there were 2,500
children or employees registered.
C O N N E CT I N G FO O D M A R K E T P L AY E R S

Successfully integrating and
retaining individuals with
disabilities is a major commitment.
Every day, the 735 employees with
disabilities who work at STEF prove
that disability and performance
are compatible.
In 2018, a 5th agreement was signed
on this issue.
4.31%: Employment rate of workers
in Europe for 2018.
STEF is involved in the PHARES
programme. The objective is
to promote access to higher
education for young people with
disabilities. STEF welcomed
16 young people and their
chaperones in 2018.
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E N V I R O N M E N TA L P O L I C Y

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P O L I C Y

THE FIGHT AGAINST
CLIMATE CHANGE

ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY

Replacement of the vehicle fleet, working with manufacturers
to limit consumption, optimising distribution rounds, training
employees in eco-driving, mobilising subcontractors, the layout
of warehouses, managing energy consumption, using natural
refrigerants, etc. STEF is working on all the levers at its disposal!

For over 15 years, STEF has implemented a voluntary
policy to reduce all emissions related to its activities.
Its key challenges include climate change,
air quality and noise pollution.
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E N V I R O N M E N TA L P O L I C Y
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20182018

2014

2015

France

363.0

372.0

2016

International

354.7

2017

364.2

2018

La Méridionale

kWh/tpaq

REDUCE EMISSIONS RELATED TO HYDROCARBON
CONSUMPTION

REDUCE EMISSIONS RELATED TO ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION

LIMIT EMISSIONS RELATED TO THE USE OF CERTAIN
REFRIGERANTS (HFC)

STEF is committed to various virtuous actions (“Objectif
CO2” and ADEME accreditation in France, “Lean&Green” in the
Netherlands, etc.) which cover 94% of its own fleet. Furthermore,
the Group systematically replaces its vehicles so that it has a fleet
that meets the Euro VI standard.

In 2014, STEF implemented an ISO 50001-certified Energy
Management System (EMS) across all French sites (which
represent 2/3 of the Group's total consumption). Sites outside the
ISO 50001 scope are also subject to strict monitoring and audits.

In order to ensure the cold production of its refrigerated
platforms and warehouses, STEF favours the use of natural
refrigerants (ammonia or carbon dioxide). The conversion plan
for facilities using high GWP* HFCs continues.

% of Euro VI fleet - STEF France
% tractor fleet

516.6% parc porteurs
% parc tracteurs

493.0

0

477.3

479.3
0.4

% parc tracteurs

114.4

112.7

115.9

92

119.3
94,40 %
80,70 %

.90

80,70 %

2018

2014

2015

France

The referencing of transport subcontractors is subject to strict
CSR criteria: from now on, only service providers with a fleet
that meets Euro V standards as a minimum can respond to STEF
calls for tenders in Europe (excluding Italy where the requirement
threshold has been set at the Euro IV standard, in line with the
fleet available in this country).
Urban delivery sites have turned to onboard cryogenic cold
systems which can lead to a significant reduction in emissions;
noChange
off-road
diesel consumption
nor
the related emissions
in electricity
consumption
- (GWh)
(noise and air pollutants).
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2017

kWh/tpaq

2016

354.7

2017

20182018

OVER 81% OF THE GROUP’S
SITES SORT AND RECYCLE

0.21%
29.60%

32.14%
0.83%
13.29%

0.02%

28.52%
0.43%
13.27%

0.02%

La Méridionale

53.72%

kWh/tpaq

2016
NH3

non-hazardous waste, which is a recycling
rate of 63.4% and 23,472 tonnes collected.
Low quantities of hazardous waste are
subject to systematic elimination through
approved channels.

2016
NH3

R290

2018
HCFC

HFC

HFO

Strict maintenance plans for facilities combined with ongoing
operator training on handling refrigerants and using detection
equipment are implemented across all the Group’s sites.

the ISO 50001
certification was
renewed in France
on a scope extended
to fuel consumption.

This connected device
is used to measure the
real-time consumption of
every vehicle. Designed by
a start-up, in partnership
with the transport subsidiary
“Alertgasoil”, STEF was the
first to test it and it will be
deployed across the entire
tractor fleet in France.

R290

2018
HCFC

HFC

HFO

France Sites
*Global Warming Potential
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13.29%
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In 2018,

Group refrigerants (t)

2.50%
13.00%

28.52%

32.14%

59,83 %
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To go even further, STEF has set up a dedicated structure: Blue
EnerFreeze. This team of experts will manage all the initiatives
that aim to optimise electricity consumption, particularly that
needed to run refrigerated facilities.
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% du parc Euro VI - STEF France
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Group refrigerants (t)

% du parc Euro VI - STEF France

Change in electricity consumption - (GWh)
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E N V I R O N M E N TA L P O L I C Y

PRESERVE
AIR QUALITY
STEF anticipates future developments in the major urban
centres (traffic restrictions, Low Emissions Zones, etc.).
The objective is to implement more environmentally-friendly
distribution schemes and technical resources.

E N SOCIETAL
V I R O N MCOMMITMENTS
E N TA L P O L I C Y

DISCUSS WITH STAKEHOLDERS
STEF is involved in various working
groups set up by Regional Authorities
and Professional Federations on the issues
of urban logistics.

MINIMISE NOISE POLLUTION

Partnerships and experiments are also
conducted with manufacturers on engine
power, reducing the weight of vehicles
and onboard refrigerated units.

PROVIDE PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
Electric delivery trikes in Rennes,
7.5t natural gas vehicles in Strasbourg,
etc. STEF uses vehicles adapted to the city
centre to distribute temperature-controlled
food products.
Onboard cryogenic facilities on
the vehicles of three platforms in the
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region are helping
to reduce emissions of pollutants (NOx,
HC) and particles from hydrocarbon
combustion.
The optimisation of distribution rounds
and the consolidation of shipments allowing
the number of vehicles in circulation to
be limited, thereby significantly reducing
congestion, a source of additional
emissions affecting air quality.

In order to ensure the cold chain is constantly maintained and
guarantee the safety of the food products carried by STEF,
the refrigerated units in our warehouses and in our vehicles are
permanently running. In both cases, we are looking to reduce
the noise emissions caused by this continuous operation.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
For delivery operations, STEF chooses
onboard cold production equipment with
the lowest noise emission levels on the
market: cryogenic refrigerated units with
liquid nitrogen are being deployed on
sites providing urban distribution in the
Auvergne-Rhône‑Alpes region.

ADAPT DELIVERY TIMES

INSULATE REFRIGERATED
FACILITIES IN THE WAREHOUSES
AND PLATFORMS
Before they become operational
(generally on specific industrial estates),
sites are subject to an impact study
which includes noise measurements.
Most refrigerated facilities are located
in dedicated machine rooms and feature
specific arrangements (containment, bunds).

Delivery times for goods are arranged
in accordance with local regulations
and customer reception times.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
SOC
I E T A L C O M M IPOLICY
TMENTS

S O C I E TA L C O M M I T M E N T S

HELP YOUNG
PEOPLE INTO
EMPLOYMENT

SOCIETAL
COMMITMENTS

Working to support young people for over 20 years,
STEF continues its actions to provide guidance and promote
the professional integration of young people.

STEF supports job creation and the economic growth
of the regions in which it is present. Its long-term
development, the nature of its jobs and its operating
areas enable it to carry out practical actions among young
people, and more generally, among disadvantaged
or vulnerable populations.
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ORGANISE OPEN DAYS
These are accessible to young jobseekers aged between 16 and 25 across
all of STEF's European sites. In 2018,
approximately 400 young people
attended such days to talk about career
opportunities, find out about the jobs and/
or secure an internship, apprenticeship
or summer job.

OFFER IMMERSION COURSES
FOR TEACHERS
Open to teachers and careers advisors
from general or technology-focused
secondary schools, these courses
encourage a connection between
academia and the business world and
are also the opportunity to raise greater
awareness of the opportunities offered by
the Group among education professionals
who are involved in the key moments in
the development of students’ careers.

ENGAGE IN LONG-TERM
PARTNERSHIPS WITH
ASSOCIATIONS
STEF is involved in community actions
with experienced partners that, like
STEF, are established in the regional
fabric. It ensures that the supported
projects correspond to its expertise and
its values. In 2018, the Group continued
and strengthened its support for the
associations Sport dans la Ville, Nos
Quartiers ont du Talent (Our Districts
Have Talent), Tremplin Handicap and
EPIDE (Establishment for integration into
employment).

RECRUIT YOUNG
PEOPLE FROM PRIORITY
DISTRICTS
Experience proves that districts with a city policy are
true pools of talent. When STEF opens a new site,
it therefore recruits locally, trains employees, helps
them to develop and creates sustainable jobs.

SOLIDARITY WITH
THE RESTOS DU CŒUR
Since 2009, STEF has worked with the association
in France as part of a sponsorship agreement
which is reflected through various actions:
professional integration of beneficiaries, training
of 100 volunteers, skills-based sponsorship and
logistics assistance for collection and donation
campaigns. In 2018, 10 STEF sites were mobilised
under this partnership.

TOWARDS AN EDUCATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
COMPANIES
In France, STEF was involved in producing
this manifesto alongside the “Vers Le Haut”
think tank. This event was an opportunity to
demonstrate the actions conducted within the
Group such as, training in command of basic
knowledge (900 participating employees in 2018),
school support platform, internal promotion and
professional integration policy, etc.
STEF also talked about these topics at the
Convergences World Forum.
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C O N N E CT I N G FO O D M A R K E T P L AY E R S

SIGN “ENTREPRISES ET
QUARTIERS” PARTNERSHIP
AGREEMENTS
These agreements enable the joint
intervention of all relevant organisations
(State services, local authorities,
associations, job centres, local missions)
and are used to establish constructive
relationships with local training and
employment providers.
Several agreements of this kind have
been signed in recent years at the Cergy
logistics site, at STEF Transport in Avignon
and in 2018, for the sites of Darvault and
Aulnay-sous-Bois.

